Stetson Flyer
Stetson Flyers Model Airplane Club

September 2010

Regular Meeting
Tuesday, September 28th
Regular Meeting

7:00 PM
Don’t forget your

Bring and Brag!
Members responded to the call and brought planes
for static display for Canada Day at the Canada
Aviation Museum. Participation at public events like
this helps keep our meeting place in good standing.

The Zone Fun Fly in Smiths Falls was a success with
representation by both jets and large scale planes.
The Shriners did a great job in providing logistics!

Prize draw whenever there are 3 or
more bring and brag items.

Coming Stetson Events...

Sept 28th
October 24th
October 26th
November 30th
January 1st
January 25th
February 22nd
March 29th
April 26th
May 31st

Regular Meeting
Annual Zone Meeting
General Election Meeting
Regular Meeting
First Flight of New Year
Regular Meeting
Regular Meeting
Regular Meeting
Regular Meeting
Regular Meeting

The D&S BBQ
was the venue for
the May Dinner
meeting
which
was well attended
and enjoyed by
members
and
spouses
alike.
Perhaps this can
be an annual
event!
Our website address: http://www.stetsonflyers.com
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Club Officials and Contacts
President

Daniel Marcotte 613-299-1970
contact@stetsonflyers.com

Vice-President

Hal MacDonald 613-764-1950
contact@stetsonflyers.com

Secretary

John Jackson

613-445-5726

contact@stetsonflyers.com

Membership

Daniel Marcotte 613-299-1970

Treasurer

John Jackson

contact@stetsonflyers.com

613-445-5726

contact@stetsonflyers.com

Chief Flying Instructor

Simon Nadler 613-883-3367

Newsletter Questions and Answers
I used to get emails about club events, but
they stopped coming – what happened?
Most likely your email address changed or failed and
we were not given a new one. When the electronic
version is ready for download we send out a reminder
as well as for important events and notices. To get
back on our mailing list, send your email address to:
contact@stetsonflyers.com

Meetings
The Stetson Flyers meet at 7:30 on the last Tuesday
of each month, except for December, June, July or
August. The meetings are held at the Canada Aviation Museum in the Bush Theatre.

contact@stetsonflyers.com

Webmaster
Newsletter

Simon Nadler 613-883-3367
webmaster@stetsonflyers.com

John Jackson

613-445-5726

contact@stetsonflyers.com

Events Coordinator

Gary Robertson 613-746-4209
contact@stetsonflyers.com

Field Coordinator

René Lepage & Louise Gélinas
contact@stetsonflyers.com

There is always room to add your name here too!

Mailing Address:

new as of August 2010

The Stetson Flyers Model Airplane Club
3940 Innes Road
PO Box 91542
Ottawa ON K1W 1K0

Dues:
$70.00 per calendar year;
$30.00 for students under 18
$120.00 for families—two adults plus children

Please visit our web site at
http://www.stetsonflyers.com
Our web site is hosted as a community service by

Bring and Brag
Each meeting we encourage members and guests to
bring something of interest to show to the group. It
could be a new plane, a build in progress, or a demo
of a technique. Where there are three or more items
brought to the meeting we will try and have a prize
draw. Items for sale are welcome but are not eligible
for the Bring and Brag prize draw.

Use the back door to the museum!
To get to the back door follow the road around to the
extreme left side of the museum. Pass through the
gate in the perimeter fence and proceed to the back
door.

Photo Credits:
Unless noted otherwise, photos in this newsletter are
by our webmaster Simon Nadler, our newsletter editor John Jackson, or our Vice President Hal MacDonald.

Want to propose something?
Dues paying members can bring motions from
the floor at any regular meeting. The motion will
need to be seconded, then discussed and voted
on by the members present.
Sometimes the
outcome is that the motion is tabled so more information, implications, etc. can be gathered and
presented.
You can help speed up the process by giving the
executive a “heads up” by sending an email to
contact@stetsonflyers.com, ideally before the
executive meeting which happens the Tuesday
before a regular meeting. This will allow the executive team a chance to research the idea in
advance of the meeting and gather any required
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Meeting Minutes May 25, 2010
Location: D&S BBQ, Carlsbad Springs

when purchasing prizes for the draw table. There is no landing fee for this event but you do need to purchase a 50/50
ticket to be able to win the draws.

The business meeting was opened at 8:40 pm with a motion by Gerry Nadon, seconded by Gary Robertson. There
were 41 members in attendance.

Gerry Nadon reminded us that planes for static display will be
required for Canada Day July 1st. Bring planes in the morning and pick up around 4:00 pm – use the back door. There
may be a DC-3 from Warplane Heritage giving rides and a
Canso. The Grumman Avenger is being repaired and may
not be ready for July 1. There will also be planes from Vintage Wings and possibly a Snowbirds fly-by depending on the
Queen’s schedule.

A motion to accept the minutes as published was made by
Simon Nadler, seconded by Gerry Nadon.
Treasurer’s report:
GIC
Balance 3/30/2010
Revenue (memberships, 50/50)

$10,440.47
$4,088.01
$845.50

Expenses:
Bank Fees
Field Improvement
Flight School
Weather Station Power Supply
Grass Cutting Installment
Total Expenses

$12.13
$1,529.86
$478.64
$42.00
$500.00
$2,370.88

Bank Balance 5/25/2010

$2,370.88

A motion to accept the treasurer’s report was made by
Chris Miles, seconded by Simon Nadler.
Membership Report – currently we have 113 members.
Webmaster’s Report – the site is working well. There is
lots of activity on the for sale page. There is a new web
counter that shows the number of current people viewing
the site.
Field Report- Thanks to the 33 members who showed up
on field day to work at the field. The result is a very nice
looking field. A special thanks to René and Louise for their
extra efforts. Their meal was paid for as a thank you which
they reluctantly accepted. Daniel reports that Louise has a
new John Deere tractor that has already been helping at
the field to make our entrance way more elegant.
Events – Gary reports that he needs a topic or presentation
suggestion for the September and October meetings in the
fall.
Dave Hubenig, also known as “Spitfire Dave”, has agreed
to be the Director for the Warbird and Classic Fun Fly on
June 26th but since Dave is a brand new pilot he will need
some help.
Your executive lead by Hal MacDonald is organizing the Ed
Rae Fun Fly and Todd Carol has several fun events
planned during the day. Richard at Discount Hobbies not
only gave us $500 for the event, he gave Dan a great deal

CFI Report – Simon reports that flight school is going very
well. We have 15 students actively attending on Tuesday
evenings, and with only 8 instructors that is keeping them
very busy. The weather has also been cooperating.
Old Business
Ed Rae Memorial – John Jackson discussed the plan to have
a presentation binder available at the event with a few pages
per deceased member, laminated to prevent damage from
mustard or greasy fingers. Gerry brought some photo albums from the 80’s and 90’s to dinner (thanks Gerry!); we will
use some of them in the binder. The pilots to be put in the
binder are Ed Rae, Bill Pride, Mike Hughson and Ford Sommerville. If more information becomes available for these
pilots or more pilots names need to be added this format is
easy to update.
There was a discussion at the last meeting about using the
cross wind runway for heli pilots. Dan did some measurements and due to setbacks required from the laneway and
parking lots it would not be feasible to change our set up.
The area would also face into the sun most of the time and
not be ideal for the pilots. Gerry Nadon made a motion to
keep the status quo, seconded by Wayne Smith.
New Business
Ford Sommerville Estate – John Jackson and Dan Marcotte
will be visiting with Shirley (Ford’s wife) to make arrangements to liquidate his airplane items. We do not know at this
time how much or the quality of the items. Since airplane
auctions recently have not made a reasonable price for the
seller, the idea would be to document the items and sell them
through the club web site and at the two fun flys in June.
Safety Speech – Hal reminded us to keep our planes away
from the safety fences. If you see something that is not correct at the field please politely point it out, for example taking
off across the runway instead of along it. Lastly, please call
out landings and takeoffs loudly so others can hear you.
Have a safe and enjoyable flying season!
The 50/50 draw was won by Gary Robertson who took home
$70.50.
The meeting was closed at 9:10 with a motion from Gerry
Nadon, seconded by Wayne Smith.
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Group picture from the Ed Rae / Warbird Fun Fly.

The Stetson Flight School was a huge success. Great job by all the instructors and especially our CFI Simon
Nadler, as well as all those who helped from the sidelines. The students should be commended as well for
their perseverance!
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Misplaced Center of Gravity
From The Greater Detroit Soaring and Hiking Society

Misplaced center of gravity (CG) is a perennial killer of
newbies and old pros alike. Since it’s almost building season, this is a good time to go over the basics. A new airplane with the wrong CG location is almost a guaranteed
crash. (I can write authoritatively about this since I’ve
screwed it up so often myself.) If you’re an experienced
builder/pilot please bear with me, I’ll try to pass information to the newer guys without talking down to you.
The basic deal: any and all airfoils in any fluid—air, water,
peanut oil, whatever—share this perverse characteristic:
when they move through a fluid at a slight angle (the angle of attack), they experience lift forces that act “as if”
they are ahead of the CG. This effect makes the foil want
to tumble. We’ve all seen this since we were kids. When
you toss a simple strip of wood or a wing-shaped piece of
paper and expect it to fly, it won’t! It starts tumbling right
away.
To stabilize the main wing, most airplanes (and birds) use
the same approach. The CG is placed a small distance
forward of the center-of-lift of the wing. The slightly forward CG overcomes any natural pitching-up moment of
the main airfoil and makes the “plane” want to pitch forward and down. This overall pitch-down tendency can
then easily be controlled by a force (normally down) from
a stabilizer/elevator mounted rearward of the main airfoil.
You might ask why the initial step of adjusting the CG
ahead of the foil wasn’t good enough to control the foil.
Why do we need the additional step of adding a rear stabilizer? The answer is that the CG needs to be only a very
small distance ahead of the center-of-lift and, if the wing
has no other form of stabilization, its location is sensitive
and difficult to maintain. On the other hand, a small stabilizer mounted some distance behind (or ahead of the wing
as in the case of a canard) makes the job relatively easy.
The farther away from the CG the stabilizer is located, the
smaller it needs to be. At the extremes, planes with long
fuselages like a Blaster hand launch or a super-ship can
use what appears to be a relatively small stabilizer. Aircraft with very short distances from CG to stabilizer need
relatively large stabilizer-elevators. Flying wings recurve
the entire airfoil or use full-span elevons to act as stabilizers.
Let’s go through some of the implications of CG location:
The farther forward of the airfoil center of lift you put the
CG, the more stabilizer down force you need. Generating
lift, even in the down direction, generates drag. The more
lift, the more drag. So, a plane with CG too far forward will
need a stab set to a high-lift, high-drag condition in the
down direction. Think of the center of lift of the main wing
as kind of a fulcrum or pivot point. The farther forward the
CG is from that point, the longer its effective moment arm

becomes and the harder it is for the elevator at the other
end of the “Teeter-Totter” to swing it around. This makes
the model less responsive to elevator control and the airplane can feel sluggish. (This is only a partial reason for
control insensitivity but I won’t turn this article into a book.)
Even though forward CG makes an airplane less sensitive
and increases overall drag slightly, the slower response
time can be a good thing for beginners if it isn’t overdone.
Going the other way: as CG is moved rearward and closer
to the center-of-lift, the required stabilizer down force will
decrease and the airplane will become more sensitive to
elevator, but eventually the model will get twitchy and hard
to control. If the CG gets on top of the center of lift, the
plane will become neutrally stable and won’t automatically
tend to pull out of a dive. It’s for this reason that we use a
“dive test” to help fine-tune the CG location. It’s not a perfect test, but it is helpful. If you’re not familiar with how to do
it, ask one of the old dogs.
Okay, but you’ve gotta get the plane set up initially before
you can even go out and do a dive test … how do you get
close “on the bench?” Mother Nature helps us here, because the center of lift of almost all airfoils tends to act as if
it’s at a point about 25% from the leading edge of the wing.
(To become more accurate, it’s 25% of the “effective chord
length” for the leading edge of the “effected chord.”) A simple general rule is that the CG should initially be set at 2325% of the average chord of the wing. (For a flying wing
this should be 16-20% of the effective chord.) Most modern
kits and plans show an initial CG location, but a surprising
number of older kits don’t. And, more troubling, even with
modern kits, some of the locations shown are just plain
wrong! If you don’t know how to determine the effective
chord for a given wing, I can quickly show you how.
I don’t mean to belabor the moment-arm thing, but the
longer the relative moment arm of an airplane (the longer
the wing-stab distance of the “longer legged” plane is), the
more tolerant it will be of CG location. A long-bodied glider
with CG at 33% might fly beautifully while a short-bodied
fun-fly plane or scale model with CG at 33% could be uncontrollable.
Be smart: make darn sure that the CG is at or slightly forward of the 25% point for your initial flight with a new plane!
Don’t bring it home in a garbage bag! After you know how
the thing flies, you can adjust the CG rearward to suit your
own nervous system.
Last year Wolfie talked me into buying one of the Great
Planes balancing stands. If I recall it was about 19 bucks
but it’s been the best plane saver I’ve had for some time.
When I started using it I was embarrassed to find that the
CG locations of some of my planes weren’t where I thought
they were. I’d been careful balancing them with wing supports, string hangers and so on, but they were off enough
to make the planes seem like poor flying machines. They
weren’t. They were just improperly balanced.
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The Heli Fun Fly
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The Giant Scale Rally
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And a special thanks to all our volunteers who helped make our events happen.
There are many people who put in a lot of effort.
It would be great if next season we had YOUR help as well!

These are but a few that helped make our events a success. Thanks
to ALL who helped make our events a success!
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